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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main goal of this deliverable is to identify the requirements of the LarKC Platform in terms of the
features and capabilities that it must offer, its intended behaviour and interoperability with other
LarKC components (specifically the LarKC Plug-ins, to be realised in WP2, 3 and 4) and its intended
usage scenarios.
After the first fourteen (14) months of the project a wide set of requirements has been identified and a
first design of the overall architecture has been drafted. This has been a complex process combining
rapid prototyping, requirements identification and architecture definition, in an iterative way.
Some of the identified requirements have been already fulfilled in the Early Prototype, which public
release is being presented to the research community during the Early Adopters Workshop, on 1 June
2009, in Crete.
Some other requirements are going to be incorporated in future versions of the LarKC prototype, with
the intention to have most of the requirements fulfilled in the last version of the prototype, towards the
end of the project.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Objectives
The main goal of this deliverable is to identify the requirements of the LarKC Platform in terms of the
features and capabilities that it must offer, its intended behaviour and interoperability with other
LarKC components (specifically the LarKC Plug-ins, to be realised in WP2, 3 and 4) and its intended
usage scenarios.
The document is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 includes the analysis of the requirements and the different sources that contributed
to the collection of requirements
• Chapter 3 makes a classification, by different categories, of the collected requirements from
the sources described in the previous chapter and assign concrete identifiers and a brief
description to every of them…
• Chapter 4 gives an overview of the lessons learned during the Rapid Prototyping phase
(month 1 to month 14 of the project) with regards to requirements and architecture of LarKC
• Chapter 5 offers a first draft of the LarKC Architecture
• Chapter 6 finalises with some conclusions regarding the work performed during the first
fourteen months of the project and give some hints about the next steps to be performed with
regards to architecture design and prototype implementation
Some of the material in what follows already goes well beyond a mere requirement analysis, and
already discusses design options and sometimes even implementation options. In order to maximise
the utility of this document, we have not artificially separated these, but are presenting such design
and implementation options together with the requirements on which they are based wherever
available.
The content of this deliverable will be the basis for the next deliverable within Task 5.3, D5.3.2
Overall LarKC architecture and design v1.

2. Requirements analysis
A variety of sources of requirements have been considered and assessed in order to identify the final
set of Requirements that the LarKC Platform must fulfil:
• DoW: Project Objectives, as described in the Description of Work (DoW).
• UC: LarKC Use Cases, as being developed in WP6, WP7a and WP7b
• PLUG: LarKC Plug-ins, as being developed in WP2, WP3 and WP4
• RP: LarKC Rapid Prototyping, performed in WP5 as part of Task 5.2
• CPLAT: LarKC Collider Platform (WP5)
In the following sections a brief description of each of them is given along with, when appropriate, a
reference indicating where more information can be found. The source of the requirement will be also
referenced in chapter 3 for each of the identified requirements.
2.1. Project Objectives
The DoW outlined the main goals of the LarKC Project, which were necessarily vague at the
commencement of a research project. However, over time, these goals have been more concretely
defined as the consortium collectively worked to achieve a better understanding of the research goals.
To quote the DoW:
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“The Large Knowledge Collider (LarKC): a platform for integrated reasoning and Web-search that
scales to zillions of facts”
After analysing the DoW, we tried to answer questions such as the following, which are translated
into concrete requirements in chapter 3:
What is meant by ‘platform’?
How many is ‘zillions’?
What hardware architectures does this platform run on?
Where does this platform execute?
What is the platform responsible for?
What other software does the platform interface to?
How is the platform started?
How is the platform configured?
Who uses the platform?
What is the platform used for?
What can the platform can do?
What are the limitations of the platform?
What is a ‘plug-in’?
How does the platform interact with a plug-in?
What is a plug-in responsible for?
2.2. LarKC Use Cases
The three LarKC Use Case Scenarios, being developed in WP6, WP7a and WP7b, aim to validate the
LarKC results, including platform and plug-ins. Therefore, they impose a number of requirements that
must be considered even during the design phase.
For this reason, a continuous communication between WP5 and the use case WPs has been
maintained since the beginning of the project. Additionally, specific joint sessions have taken place in
different meetings in order to gather Use Cases requirements for the overall platform design and the
Rapid Prototype.
Relevant input from the Use Cases WPs was the detailed “storyboards” elaborated in order to
illustrate possible uses of the LarKC Platform. Those storyboards were mapped to concrete LarKC
execution steps in deliverable D1.2.1 [2], which presents a possible way of combining different
LarKC plug-ins in order to support the implementation of each of the storyboards.
Of special relevance during the Rapid Prototyping phase was the WP6 Urban Computing use case.
WP5 and WP6 teams have been collaborating in order to develop the first implementation of the
Urban Computing use case. More information about the Urban Computing first implementation can
be found in LarKC deliverable D6.3 [18], to be released at the same time as this deliverable D5.3.1.
2.3. LarKC Plug-ins
The LarKC Plug-ins WPs constitute a valuable input to WP5, as some of the components they are
developing will be validated through their “plug-ability”, or compatibility, with the LarKC platform.
Some of the consortium members involved in the Plug-ins WPs (WP2, WP3 and WP4) are also
partners in WP5 and they, directly or indirectly, are driving the inclusion of requirements related to
the plug-ins themselves in the discussions of platform structure and function. Other requirements on
the platform imposed by plug-ins have been identified through joint discussions between the
corresponding WPs.
The main feedback from the plug-ins to the platform, regarding requirements, has been related to:
• API interoperability and usability, including:
o The interfaces that the plug-ins must support in order to be compatible with the
platform
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o The data management API used by all LarKC components, but especially plug-ins as

it defines the process by which plug-ins and platform consume, process and produce
data
• plug-in description of functional and non-functional properties, as an input to the plug-in
annotation language.
2.4. LarKC Rapid Prototyping
The goal of building the Rapid Prototype was to function as a first test for the general functionality
that the LarKC platform should eventually implement, and to provide as much of that functionality to
users as possible, as early as possible. This has enabled the effective collection of requirements, not
only for the Rapid Prototype itself, but also for the full platform and the overall LarKC architecture in
the longer term. It also allowed platform users (mainly plug-in writers and pipeline constructors) to
get familiar with the LarKC APIs and other LarKC platform support features.
The requirements identified as a result of rapid prototyping are collected in the chapter 3, tagged as
having source ‘RP’. Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the lessons learned during the LarKC rapid
prototyping.
2.5. The Collider Platform
In LarKC WP5, “The Collider Platform” requirements were gathered continuously during face-to-face
meetings and dedicated workshops, mailing list discussions, and teleconferences, and have led to both
the identification of previously unanticipated requirements and the refinement of those from the
sources previously mentioned (DoW, use cases, plug-ins and rapid prototyping).
As specified in LarKC deliverable D1.2.1 [2], the use of LarKC involves three categories of users
(plug-in developers, pipeline configurators and final users) and comprises the following phases:
• Plug-in construction by plug-in developers
• Pipeline configuration: by pipeline configurators, allowing the combination of existing plugins to solve a task
• Platform deployment and execution: by final users
The incentives for each of these three types of users to use LarKC should determine the features the
LarKC platform provides, and what can, and should, be left up to the individual users of the various
types.
Each "support feature" of LarKC should be justified by at least one of the following goals:
1. For plug-in writers: Make writing of plug-ins easier/more attractive and provide them with the
possibility of a wider adoption of their components by the exposure as LarKC plug-ins;
2. For configuration designers (pipeline configurators): To provide an easy-to-build solution by
combining plug-ins in a pipeline for a specific task;
3. For end-users: To provide a mechanism for efficient query processing and pipeline execution.
This kind of attractiveness can come from many sources. In the case of developing plug-ins, it may
come from ease of re-use of previous code, automated support for transforming a concept to code in
an IDE, ease of sharing and obtaining social reinforcement, speed with in which code can be written,
clarity and naturalness of the code produced, ease of testing, ease of documentation, and many other
sources. For configuration designers, it may come from direct manipulation interfaces, test and
metering facilities, ease of reconfiguration, scriptability, etc. For end users, it may come from low
latency, high throughput, low cost of execution, appropriateness of results and of number of results,
appropriate result visualisation, appropriate metadata about the result-finding process, and so forth.
In furthering support for all classes of user, the following candidates have been discussed extensively
in the initial phase of the project as items for which the LarKC platform should provide built-in
support:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

plug-in interoperability
parallel execution (parallelization "within plug-in"): obtaining speedup and scalability
distributed/remote execution (parallelization "between the plug-ins"): obtaining speedup,
avoiding having to move data, obtaining robustness through replication
data access: obtaining speedup
data caching
availability of large-scale computing resources: obtaining speedup; gaining access to LarKCprovided clusters; ease of cloud-deployment (Google App Engine, Amazon EC2, IBM Blue
Cloud, Microsoft Azure)
anytime behaviour
plug-in registration and discovery
monitoring/instrumentation
provision of a library of support code for plug-in builders and plug-in deployers

During the first project phase these features have been analysed with respect to which of them provide
incentives to whom amongst the three user-groups. In the table below, these are broken down as
features for plug-in-writers, seeking to deploy their code on LarKC (type 1), for configuration
designers who are seeking to implement end-to-end operations on LarKC (type 2), and for end-users
deploying LarKC as an application (type 3): LarKC support features should generally only be
included if they support at least one of [1,2,3].
Table 1 Platform Features providing incentives to the LarKC user groups

Feature
Interoperability
Parallelization
Distribution
Data Access
Data Caching
Computing resources
Anytime Behaviour
Plug-in Registration
Instrumentation
Code Library

Incentive
Group
1, 2
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2
2, 3
1, 2, 3
3
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

In the following sections, each of the abovementioned features is described more in detail.
2.5.1. Plug-in Interoperability
Plug-in interoperability is obtained through:
• The LarKC API and the LarKC data-model, with which all plug-ins and the platform itself
must comply;
•
The LarKC plug-in description language, including functional and non-functional properties.
2.5.2. Support for parallel execution (parallelization “within plug-in”)
There are two alternatives with regards to the support for parallelization “within plug-in”:
•

Leave the parallelization entirely up to the plug-in writer. In this case, there is no requirement
imposed on the platform to support “within plug-in” parallelization. There exist several
different possible paths to plug-in parallelization, but all current readily usable approaches
require preparation for parallelization in the source code structure. No automation or support
from the platform for automated code transformation for parallelisation is envisioned.
Possible parallelisation mechanisms that may be used within this scenario include:
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o OpenMP [14]: code with directives for shared memory architectures
o MPI [15]: message-passing between parallel processes
In this case, the parallel "nature" of the plug-in should be indicated in the plug-in description
(provided in the plug-in description language) so that the platform knows that parallelisation
is possible and/or likely. The description should also include the necessity (or its lack) to
execute the plug-in in a particular environment (e.g. on a cluster with certain interconnection
features, or even an individual machine or cluster with a particular identifier).
•

Parallelisation support from the platform may be provided under the assumption that plug-in
writers adopt a suitable programming model/style (this imposes, therefore, certain rules to the
plug-in writers). In this case parallelization “within plug-in” is possible in the sense of having
multiple, largely independent instances of the same plug-in. Possible methods for this kind of
parallelization are, among others:
o SATIN [19]: allocate processors depending on recursive call tree
o MAP-REDUCE : MAP injective x->y, REDUCE y->many y -> z (a tutorial of MAPREDUCE within Hadoop can be found in [20])
o BOINC [17] ("Thinking@home"): splitting computation in very many independent
small-data parts
All of these techniques may be used to run several instances of the same plug-in in parallel
and at the same time over different chunks of a split dataset. In this case the LarKC platform
should offer the support needed to manage the multiple running instances of the plug-in, the
required communication (if any) between them, and to manage generated results. This kind of
parallelization can be also seen as a particular case of the distribution model (see section
2.5.3), or “parallelization across plug-ins”.

2.5.3. Support for distributed/remote execution (including parallelization
"across plug-ins")
A variety of existing approaches have been identified as possible ways to provide support for
distributed execution. For some of them is not yet obvious whether they are useful when applied to
LarKC-style plug-ins, and this must be further analysed:
• NetKernel [16]: a resource oriented platform providing radical separation of code and data
components.
• IBIS [9]: support for remote execution in grid/cluster-like environments. Preliminary support
for the utility of this approach has been provided by its use in LarKC for the “MarVIN”
prototype experiment in distributed forward inference [11].
• SOA (e.g. implemented via access to remote web services); this placement of computing
resources at URLs is part of the NetKernel approach above.
• P2P (many different platforms with many different variations): particular case of distributed
computing where participants rely on one another for services.
• BOINC [17], a platform for programming on top of donated computational resources, which
may be useful to support loosely coupled LarKC plug-ins for a sort of ”Thinking@home”.
As long as the executing components (plug-in instances) are independent of one another, they can be
distributed so that they run simultaneously and remotely on multiple machines or at multiple network
locations. If they are not fully independent, the extent to which this distribution can be achieved is
more limited. To support distribution, the platform will be required to include the means to:
• Move an executable to the remote platform (if not already installed), or to location of the most
appropriate resources within a platform for its execution
• Move the data to the remote platform, or to the most appropriate resources for its access by
the plug-in(s)
• Start the plug-in execution (e.g. by submitting a job to the local scheduler)
• Monitor and control the execution (e.g. check that it is running appropriately, stop execution,
re-start execution, etc.)
• Check for intermediate or final results
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•

Return the results to the caller, or route them for further processing.

Moving data or executables around entails having the means to:
• Check for permissions and handle security issues (authentication, authorization, personal
account vs. pool accounts, etc)
• Interoperate with appropriate methods and protocols (web services, VPN, ssh, etc.)
In LarKC, many of these requirements map onto a general requirement to provide appropriate metadata, either at the level of plug-in type or at the level of a running plug-in instance.
In order to optimize the required processes for distribution, the platform (in case of automated
decisions) or the platform administrator (in case of manual configuration) needs advance knowledge
about performance of the network (how long it will take to move the data to the execution location
and to get them back) as well as about the characteristics of execution on the platform (e.g. how long
it takes from submitting a job to obtaining results) and characteristics of the workflow (how often the
tasks must be done, in which order,…) to decide whether it makes sense to distribute the execution or
not. This information may be given in advance, or, in later versions, it might be learned by techniques
such as those under investigation in WP3 Abstraction and Learning.
This kind of distributed execution is also known as “task farming”: tasks that are generated by plugins are moved to processors based on information about the availability, load, capability, closeness-tothe-data, etc. of the processors. These can be tasks generated by the DECIDE plug-in (i.e. entire plugins) or tasks generated inside a plug-in (e.g. because the plug-in-writer wrote the plug-in this way, see
section above on parallelization “within plug-in”). Such task-farming processes and the
corresponding algorithms and policies can be implemented using an existing task-farming platform
(e.g. BOINC and IBIS are both such platforms, geared towards different compute-environments). In
any case, the LarKC platform must offer support for the deployment and execution of the taskfarming environment. At the time of writing this deliverable, task-farming using IBIS is being
experimented with for possible later inclusion in the platform.
The simpler "distributed pipeline" approach (where each plug-in is allocated to a single (fixed)
machine), can be implemented as a special case of task farming. Similarly, plug-ins that are just
wrappers around a call to an external service (e.g. the current Sindice-IDENTIFY) can be also be
handled as a special case, by farming out just a wrapper that makes the service-call. In these
degenerate cases, farming may not be particularly efficient. Such "wrapper-for-webservice-calls"
plug-ins must be done if the code is only remotely accessible or the data is not allowed to be shipped
or if the amount of data to be shipped is high such that the time for shipping the data is much longer
than the time for executing the task. Farming is most efficient if significant work must be done on
large amounts of local data, e.g. in a cluster-environment.
The efficiency of a task farming algorithm depends on several factors, namely:
• the number of processes available, i.e. number of tasks that can be executed at the same time;
• efficiency of the code execution on a given process, i.e. hardware type;
• the time for shipping the data, which depends on
o the amount of data that has to be shipped between the task executing processes,
o the access patterns to access the data, i.e. how often is a small / medium / large piece
of data accessed,
o the bandwidth of the network between the processes, i.e. the time for actually
communicating the data,
o the latency of the network, i.e. the time for setting up the communication.
The communication time C(N,p) is a function of M(N,p) (amount of data that have to be
communicated), L (latency in the communication), BW (Bandwidth): C(N,p) = L + M(N,p) / BW.
Remark: Processes (p) and network (N) are to be understood as being possibly on very different
levels. Processes might be cores in a CPU, nodes in a cluster, a set of clusters at different sites, or
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individual PCs in a thinking@home-like environment. The networks between them might be the BUS
within a CPU, the high-speed network within a cluster, a scientific high-bandwidth wide area network
like GEANT [22], or the internet in its whole heterogeneity. The task farming algorithm needs to have
a scheduling algorithm to assign a task to a process in an optimized way such that the highest
throughput is achived for executing the entire task farm, not a single task. This scheduling algorithm
should be topology-aware, i.e. know about the heterogeneity of processes and network. It also needs
to know properties of the codes with regards to underlying hardware.
The efficiency of any parallel algorithm is measured by the ratio of speed-up to number of processes
used. I.e. denote with T(N,1) the time for a serial execution of a task farm of size N, with T(N,p) the
time for executing the same size farm on p processes. Then the speed-up S = T(N,1) / T(N,p), and the
efficiency E = S / p. While in a perfectly parallel algorithm, the efficiency is 100%, it is in practise
limited by a part of the execution which cannot be done in parallel. Sequential parts of a program
typically are:
• Collecting information (maximum over all processes)
• Reading/writing data
• Task Decomposition
• Setting up communication patterns
The efficiency is decreasing with increasing ratio of serial to parallel parts, and is getting worse with
increasing numbers of processors. This is known as Amdahl’s law [21].
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Figure 1: Amdahl’s law : efficiency evolution with increasing ratio of serial to parallel parts

In general, two types of task farming can be distinguished:
• black-box farming: the allocated tasks are indivisible and not inspectable by the platform. In
this case the plug-in developer must do the splitting himself, but can farm subtasks back out
to the farming system (the same farming system that was used to allocate the original task of a
plug-in).
• white-box farming: the platform inspects the task and tries to split it up and farm it out. For
LarKC, white-box farming is more desirable, and wherever possible plug-ins should be
designed with this in mind.
The choice of whether to perform remote/distributed execution and which kind of distribution to
perform is influenced by, inter alia:
• the volume of data that must be transported
• network features between the remote locations (bandwidth, latency,…)
• frequency of remote calls
• dependency / independency of operations within / between plug-ins
The choice for or against any of these paradigms will also partially determine the kind of hardware on
which a particular LarKC workflow (pipeline) can run efficiently (SMP, DMP, hybrid, high/low
bandwidth, etc. For more details, see D5.1 [4]).
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2.5.4. Data Access
The LarKC platform must provide a common model for accessing data. Ideally, this model should
abstract from local or remote access, and from passing data physically or via a pointer. For this
purpose, a Data Layer API has been defined and will be refined and improved according to the needs
of the LarKC architecture, as the project progresses.
The Data Layer API is offered as part of the LarKC platform and used by the LarKC plug-ins to
persistently store and exchange information. Thus, an important requirement is efficient storage and
access to data and the related meta-data. The knowledge representation formalism adopted by LarKC,
described in D1.1.3 [6], uses an extended RDF-based data model with flexible support for named
graphs and triple-sets. An important distinctive feature of the LarKC Data Layer is the use of triplesets as a primitive, permitting arbitrary sets of RDF statements to be passed by reference. A scenario
is possible in which plug-ins share large volumes of data, passing this data from one to another via a
shared data layer. Technically, one plug-in can pass a reference to a triple-set (a subset of the data in a
dataset stored in a shared repository), which is then subject to processing at the next step of the
pipeline [2].
In the following paragraphs, some details on design and implementation of the current Data Layer
API are given.
The current Data Layer API is built on the ORDI API [7] and reuses the Sesame open source
framework classes for managing RDF data [8]. The data layer supports but is not limited to the
following major types of serializable RDF data:
• SetOfStatement – the most generic RDF type that is capable only to iterate triple or
quadruples (extended with graph name) statements
• RdfGraph – a collection of quadruple statements to represent a named graph
• Dataset – a set of RDF graphs associated with SPARQL endpoint to process queries
• LabelledGroupOfStatements – a group that could associate arbitrary RDF statement with URI
label; the labelled group of statement has different semantics from the named graph and it is
aimed to achieve far superior performance in contextualizing RDF data
The following table explains the different implementation of the support RDF type. Next to each
implementation is described the mechanism to pass data.
Table 2 RDF container types supported by the Data Layer API

Cost to pass 106
statements
Services to return RDF 350MB memory
data (e.g., SPARQL
construct and describe
queries)
Pass
named
graphs 350MB memory
between plug-ins
Load chunks of RDF few KBs + time to load
from URL
the data

Class

Description

SetOfStatement
Impl

RDF statements passed by
value

RdfGraphInMe
mory
HTTPRemoteG
raph

Named graph passed by
value
RDF statements published
on the Web passed by
reference using a URL
Named graph passed by Pass named graphs using few KBs + time to load
reference
a SPARQL endpoint
the data from a SPARQL
endpoint
SPARQL dataset passed Constrain RDF data few KBs + time to load
by
reference
(the exposed by a SPARQL the data from a SPARQL
statements are selected endpoint with a list of endpoint
based on the graph name graph names
matching)

RdfGraphData
Set
DataSetImpl

Usage
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Class
LabelledGroup
Of
StatementsImpl

Cost to pass 106
statements
RDF statements associated Pass arbitrary sets of few KBs + time to
to a group identified by a RDF statements between associate the statements
tripleset [6]
plug-ins (e.g., graph + time to read with a
priming)
wildcard
Description

Usage

The Data Layer API should be considered as a passive functional service. It is responsibility of the
individual plug-in, possibly under the direction of a DECIDE plug-in, to efficiently utilize data layer
infrastructure.
The platform wlll need to support data caching, and could do so at several possible levels:
1. Data layer – the most frequently or likely pages of RDF data to be loaded in the memory
2. Pipeline or plug-in level – there is a run-time trade-off between different options:
a. always leave data remote
b. make a full local copy (can be decided off-line)
c. caching / data-warming during computation (must be decided at run-time)
While useful, the data caching mechanisms could also significantly increase the system complexity
and introduce major synchronization overhead especially in distributed environment. In the first
prototype version and until we are able to accumulate a significant usage history, the design has
focussed only on providing a low level, generic data caching mechanism at the data layer level. For
the future releases more sophisticated data caching at the pipeline or plug-in level will be considered.
2.5.5. Access to computing resources
Certain plug-ins or data may require access to large computing or storage resources. In general, it is
not the responsibility of the LarKC platform to provide the availability of such resources, but it must
be the plug-in provider who ultimately determines whether a plug-in requires special resources where
to be executed. The plug-in description must therefore include enough information for the platform to
know, or to decide, where the plug-in must be executed. The plug-ins which requires some special
resources or special location where to be executed must be annotated properly with the plug-in
annotation language and should provide enough information to the platform to be able to present this
information via the Plug-in Registry.
It is being considered that the LarKC platform offer a “catalog” of the supported resources so that the
plug-in provider can choose among them. The platform should offer support for execution in
different kind of computational resources, such as a cluster (via the IBIS platform, via another
middleware,..), in cloud computing resources via a cloud API, etc. In the cases where the platform
does not support access to the required resources by certain plug-ins, either the execution of those
plug-ins will not be supported or an alternative resource support may be offered.
2.5.6. Support for anytime behaviour
Even in our earliest experimentation with LarKC pipelines, it has emerged that a desired behaviour of
the LarKC platform is that the “user” (an actual user, or another plug-in) could terminate a search or
reasoning task at any time and still have received some meaningful answer (or set of results). Such
behaviour is described by the term “anytime”. The principal advantage is that it allows one to trade
response time off against accuracy or quantity of results, as appropriate for the processing task.
Furthermore, a LarKC platform is constructed from many components that work together (under the
guidance of a DECIDE plug-in) that together deliver results to the user. These components will in turn
need to communicate and will likely also pass “intermediate results” between themselves.
Therefore two aspects of anytime behaviour should be supported by the platform:
• Between the end-user and the LarKC Platform
• Between the plug-ins or between plug-ins and the LarKC Platform
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Regarding the communication between the user and the platform, the platform acts to the outside
world as a standard SPARQL endpoint as defined by W3C, which in fact originally does not return
results in the anytime manner. For this reason the server part should be modified to support this
behaviour in a way that is still compliant with the SPARQL protocol. The modifications should
include some internal changes on the code where server calls the platform and also switching to the
SAX XML parser instead of using DOM which enables us to easily implement streaming.
2.5.7. Plug-in registration & discovery
The LarKC platform must allow the registration of new plug-ins located either locally or at remote
sites. There must be a process of registration or announcement that the plug-in is available and under
which conditions. The plug-in registration process must therefore include the description of the plugin from a functional and a non-functional viewpoint, expressed in the so called “Plug-in Annotation
Language”. For more information about functional and non-functional features, and the ontology
representing them, see [3].
The registration of plug-ins may be done by explicit registration in a single repository or by crawling
other possible plug-in repositories. The explicit registration of plug-ins may be even done at run time.
The crawler approach could be used as part of an offline process that would feed the Plug-in Registry
with the necessary information for a subsequent discovery.
The plug-in description included in the Plug-in Registry during the registration process will allow to
discover plug-ins based on their particular properties and expected behaviour. To handle this, a
Service Discovery mechanism is needed. Such a mechanism should be available both to DECIDE
plug-ins and to pipeline configurators (human user, type of user 2, according to section 2.5)
2.5.8. Monitoring and measurement on plug-ins behaviour
The platform should provide a mechanism for monitoring and measurement of plug-in behaviour,
allowing users, and decide plug-ins, to get performance information such as:
• memory use
• CPU use
• patterns of data access
o volumes
o frequency
o grain size (only access to entire data-set or per data-item)
And other kind of information (for each plug-in and pipeline), so that performance may be anticipated
better in the subsequent runs, such as:
• the executed query
• size of the input data
• size of the output data
This is important for the role of LarKC as an experimentation platform. This information can be used
to drive the analysis of plug-ins non-functional properties to support a more accurate description of
plug-in requirements and expected behaviour and for pipeline optimization purposes.
2.5.9. Library of support-code for plug-in developers & pipeline constructors
A supporting library of components’ templates and wizards, as well as the corresponding
documentation, may be provided to plug-in developers and pipeline configurators in order to ease the
development and deployment of LarKC components. Some possibilities are:
• wrappers to existing interface standards (e.g. DIG reasoner) according to the LarKC plug-in
API
• templates of the plug-ins with all the code structure annotation files and example data passing
(a particular case of this is the templates for DECIDE plug-ins, such as “scripted DECIDE” or
“intelligent DECIDE”)
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• wizards which will be able to generate the specific plug-in source code and annotation files
and maybe even a working pipeline example

• small integrated development environment as the Eclipse plug-in which will consists of code
generation wizards, project maker and a small integrated SPARQL client, so users will be
able to do all the testing and developing from one place

3. Requirements Identification
In this chapter requirements are identified and described, classified in the following groups:
•
•
•
•

LarKC Platform Requirements, tagged as PLAT_S_nn, where S is the subgroup and nn is an
identification number
LarKC Plug-ins Requirements, tagged as PLUG_nn
Data Model Requirements, tagged as DM_nn
Storage Requirements, tagged as ST_nn

For every group, a table is given with the following information:
• ID: Requirement identifier, consisting on a tag corresponding to the group plus an
identification number (e.g. PLAT_R_01 for first identified Platform Requirement related to
Execution Resources)
• Requirement: Short description of the requirement
• Source: Origin of the requirement, as described in chapter 2. Main source(s) is mentioned
here, although other(s) may have also contributed, in a minor extent, to the identification of
the requirement.
• Priority: Indication of the level of importance of the requirement. It may contain the following
values:
o M: Mandatory. For those requirements that LarKC MUST fulfil.
o O: Optional. For those requirements that LarKC MAY include as desirable, but not
mandatory.
o NR: Non-required. For those requirements that are not required at all
• An extended description of some requirements is given, when necessary.
3.1. LarKC Platform Requirements
The LarKC platform requirements have been classified different in groups and included in the
following tables:
Table 3 LarKC Platform Resources Requirements

Resources (PLAT_R_nn) (computing / storage)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_R_01
Distributed reasoning platform built on a high-performance
DoW,
O
computing cluster
page 5
The platform may take advantage of high-performance computing resources use (i.e. a ‘massively’
parallel infrastructure of many processors, cluster of SMP nodes) in order to improve scalability and
achieve the scalable reasoning paradigm. This does not mean that the complete platform must be
deployed on a HPC cluster. It must be analysed how to perform distribution of platform support
components and plug-ins and which of the HPC systems fits the current user configuration best.
PLAT_R_02
Distributed reasoning platform built via “computing at DoW,
O
home”
page 5
The platform may take advantage of desktop grids and volunteer computing systems (i.e.
computing@home) which utilize the free resources available in Intranet and Internet environments for
supporting large-scale computation and storage. Similarly to PLAT_R_01, the optimal redistribution
model among the available resources is to be elaborated
PLAT_R_03
Support for accessing computing resources
CPLAT O
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Resources (PLAT_R_nn) (computing / storage)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
The platform may offer support for accessing special resources (e.g. executing a certain plug-in in a
cluster). This support may be offered as part of the platform functionality OR as special add-ons that
will be booted only when needed.
Table 4 LarKC Platform Heterogeneity Requirements

Heterogeneity (PLAT_H_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_H_01
Massive inference is achieved by distributing problems
DoW,
M
across heterogeneous computing resources and coordinated
page 9
by the LarKC platform.
The LarKC platform must support the management (instantiate, monitor and control) of all distributed
components running in heterogeneous and possibly remote resources. They can be both platformdependant components and plug-ins.
PLAT_H_02
The platform shall comprise a pluggable architecture that will DoW,
M
ensure that computational methods from different fields can
page 7,
be coherently integrated.
8
Computational methods from different fields (cognitive science (human heuristics), economics
(limited rationality and cost/benefit trade-offs), information retrieval (recall/precision trade-offs), and
databases (very large datasets)) will be addressed within the different the plug-ins. The platform
architecture must allow those plug-ins to be plugged into the platform and executed in combination
with each other in a coherent way.
PLAT_H_03
Instead of being built only on logic, the Large Knowledge
DoW,
M
Collider will exploit a large variety of methods from other
page 7,
fields: cognitive science (human heuristics), economics
8
(limited rationality and cost/benefit trade-offs), information
retrieval (recall/precision trade-offs), and databases (very
large datasets)
LarKC must support different kind of plug-ins, implementing methods from different fields.

Table 5 LarKC Platform Usage Requirements

Usage Requirements (PLAT_U_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_U_01
Plug-in construction by plug-in developers
CPLAT M
The platform must allow integration of plug-ins written by a variety of plug-in developers, who may
be LarKC partners or external contributors
PLAT_U_02
Pipeline configuration by pipeline constructors
CPLAT M
The platform must allow the configuration of multiple pipelines, by pipeline configurators, combining
existing plug-ins to solve a task. This configuration will usually consist mainly of the development of
a DECIDE plug-in
PLAT_U_03
Platform deployment and execution by end-users
CPLAT M
The platform must allow deployment and execution by end-users seeking an answer to a given query,
without their needing to care about the internal configuration of the LarKC components
PLAT_U_04
Platform deployment in the end-user machine
CPLAT, O
RP
The platform may allow for local deployment and execution, possibly as multiple running processes,
and possibly in diminished form, on a desktop machine, where such execution supports the envisioned
pipeline workflow.
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Usage Requirements (PLAT_U_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_U_05
Access to the remotely deployed platform from the end-user CPLAT, M
machine
RP
The platform must allow deployment as a remote server and its invocation from end-user machines
PLAT_U_06
Multi-user platform
CPLAT, M
RP
A Platform instance running remotely must allow concurrent access by multiple users.
PLAT_U_07
Low platform overhead
UC
M
The Platform must permit execution of queries in a “time-constrained” interactive way, without
unreasonable platform-imposed latency. For certain use cases, plug-ins may support rapid response,
and a user who introduces a query may require an answer in a reasonable time (“soft real-time”
requirements)
PLAT_U_08
Offline execution
UC
M
The Platform must permit execution in an offline (or batch) mode. For certain use cases, there is no
need to get an immediate answer to a given query, but the pipeline may be executed in a batch mode
without any time limit constraint.
PLAT_U_09
Quality specification by users
UC
M
The Platform must offer a way for the user to specify the desired quality or other attributes of the
answer, as part of the input parameters (E.g. max time of response, min n° answers,...).
Table 6 LarKC Platform Interoperability Requirements

Support for plug-in interoperability (PLAT_I_nn)
ID
Requirement
PLAT_I_01
Common LarKC API

Source Priority
CPLAT, M
PLUG
The LarKC platform must offer a common API for the interoperability between platform and plug-ins
and between plug-ins. This API offers an interface for the different kind of plug-ins that are
compatible with the LarKC platform.
PLAT_I_02
Common LarKC Data Layer API
CPLAT M
The LarKC platform must offer a common Data Layer API for the uniform access to the data by plugins and platform.
PLAT_I_03
Common LarKC plug-in description language
CPLAT, M
PLUG
The LarKC platform must offer a common plug-in description language, which both platform and
plug-ins can understand for their interaction between each other.
Table 7 LarKC Platform Parallelization “within plug-ins” Requirements

Support for parallelization “within plug-in” (PLAT_P_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_P_01
Platform support for parallelization “within plug-ins”
CPLAT NR
“Within plug-in”parallelization code must be designed by the plug-in writer at the time of
development of the plug-in. There exist several different possible paths to plug-in parallelization, but
all current readily usable approaches require preparation for parallelization in the source code
structure. No automation or support from the platform for automated code transformation for
parallelisation is envisioned.
PLAT_P_02
Platform support for running multiple instances of one plug- CPLAT M
in
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Support for parallelization “within plug-in” (PLAT_P_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
Support for parallelization “within plug-in” is currently envisioned in the sense of having multiple
independent instances of the same plug-in type. The LarKC platform should offer the support to
manage different running instances of the plug-in, the communication (if any) between them and to
manage generated results
Table 8 LarKC Platform Distributed/remote Execution Requirements

Support for distributed/remote execution (parallelization "across plug-ins") (PLAT_D_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_D_01
Migrate executable plug-ins
CPLAT O
The platform may offer support to migrate executable plug-ins to the location of the most appropriate
resources for its execution (this may be the platform location itself or another resource location, such
as e.g. a computing cluster)
PLAT_D_02
Migrate data
CPLAT O
The platform may offer support to move data to the location of the most appropriate resources for its
access by the plug-in(s) (this may be e.g. the plug-in executable location, in order to allow for local
access to data)
PLAT_D_03
Start plug-in execution
CPLAT M
The platform must offer support to start plug-in execution, independently of whether the plug-in is
located in the same physical resources as the platform or in a remote location.
PLAT_D_04
Support to monitor and control plug-in execution
CPLAT M
The platform must offer support for monitoring and controlling plug-in execution (e.g. to check that it
is running appropriately, stop execution, re-start execution, etc), independently of whether the plug-in
is located in the same physical resources as the platform or in a remote location. The platform itself is
not expected to control the plug-ins, it simply offers the support to do so. Actual control actions are to
be triggered by one or more DECIDE plug-ins.
PLAT_D_05
Check for intermediate or final results
CPLAT M
The platform must offer support to check for the presence of intermediate or final results generated by
a plug-in.
PLAT_D_06
Get the results back and transfer them
CPLAT M
The platform must offer support to retrieve plug-in results and/or move them to another location
PLAT_D_07
Security issues
CPLAT O
The platform may offer support for secure movement of data and executables to remote resources. In
some cases, those remote resources may require an additional security process (authentication,
authorization, certificate provision, etc)
Table 9 LarKC Platform Data Layer Requirements

Data Access (PLAT_DL_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_DL_01
Data Layer API
CPLAT M
Platform must provide, as part of the supporting tools, a Data Layer API as a common model for
accessing and managing data by the different plug-ins and by the platform itself.
PLAT_DL_02
Efficient support of LarKC data model
RP
M
Data Layer API implementation must efficiently support the LarKC data model.
PLAT_DL_03
Transparent access to remote RDF data
RP
M
Data Layer API must support transparent to remote RDF data published as remote SPARQL endpoint
or HTTP page.
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Table 10 LarKC Platform Data Caching Requirements

Data Caching (PLAT_DC_nn)
ID
Requirement
PLAT_DC_01
The most frequently used pages of RDF data should be stored
in the memory in order to provide a faster access time.
PLAT_DC_02
Data warming/cooling
This concerns support to avoid repeated remote access of the same data, as well
data will have to be accessed next, and moving this data closer to the
warming/cooling). This requirement should be further investigated.

Source
CPLAT,

Priority
M

CPLAT O
as predicting which
computation (data

Table 11 LarKC Platform Anytime Behaviour Requirements

Anytime Behaviour (PLAT_AB_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_AB_01
Anytime Behaviour between the end-user and the LarKC CPLAT, M
Platform
RP
The end-user should be able to get intermediate (set of) results and terminate the execution of the
platform at anytime. The behaviour required from the LarKC platform and supporting plug-ins
should, wherever possible, start to return query results as soon as they become available with the
intention that the longer ones wait, the more results are produced and the quality of results improves.
PLAT_AB_02
Anytime Behaviour between the plug-ins or between plug-ins CPLAT O
and LarKC Platform
Certain plug-ins in the pipeline may start producing results, and pass them as input to the next plug-in
in the pipeline, as soon as they become available, without the need to have the complete answer.
Table 12 LarKC Platform Plug-in Registration and Discovery Requirements

Plug-in registration and discovery (PLAT_PRD_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
PLAT_PRD_01 Registration of plug-ins
CPLAT M
The LarKC platform must allow the registration of new plug-ins located either locally or at remote
sites. This registration should be able to happen at start-up, or dynamically during platform execution.
PLAT_PRD_02 Plug-in Registry maintenance
CPLAT M
The platform must maintain a plug-in registry with all information related to registered plug-ins:
including functional and non-functional features. Particular attention will be required to ensure that
information about the platform and plug-ins is accessible to DECIDE plug-ins
PLAT_PRD_03 Crawling of plug-ins
CPLAT O
A crawling process may take place offline in order look for new plug-ins and to feed the plug-in
registry with newly available plug-ins
PLAT_PRD_04 Service Discovery mechanism
CPLAT M
The platform must offer a Service Discovery mechanism which allows for searching across the plugins in the plug-in registry. This may be available both human and automated pipeline configurators
(SW components, especially DECIDE components, or human persons).
Table 13 LarKC Platform Plug-in Monitoring and Measurement Requirements

Monitoring and measurement on plug-ins behaviour (PLAT_M_nn)
ID
Requirement
PLAT_M_01
Behaviour measurement mechanism
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Monitoring and measurement on plug-ins behaviour (PLAT_M_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source Priority
The LarKC platform may offer a mechanism to measure some performance parameters of the plug-ins
during run-time
PLAT_M_02
Performance log (Monitoring logging)library
CPLAT, O
PLUG
The LarKC platform may offer a mechanism to keep and access a performance library where
performance of plug-ins previously executed is stored. This would allow DECIDE plug-ins and
pipeline (human) configurators to choose the most appropriate plug-in based on reliable historic
information.
PLAT_M_03
Benchmarking of plug-ins
CPLAT, O
PLUG
The LarKC platform may offer a mechanism to benchmark plug-ins prior to their real execution. This
would allow plug-in developers to estimate the plug-in performance in order to include more accurate
information as part of the plug-in description non-functional parameters.
Table 14 LarKC Platform Support for Developers Requirements

Support to plug-in developers and pipeline constructors (PLAT_S_nn)
ID
Requirement
Source
Priority
PLAT_S_01 Support code library
CPLAT M
The LarKC platform must offer support for plug-in developers and pipeline constructors in the form
of components templates and / or code libraries
3.2. LarKC Plug-ins Requirements
Table 15 LarKC Plug-ins Requirements

ID
PLUG_01

Requirement
LarKC API compliance

Source
RP,
CPLAT

Priority
M

All plug-ins must be compliant with the LarKC API
PLUG_02 LarKC Data Layer API compliance

RP,
M
CPLAT
When interoperability between different plug-ins that exchange RDF data is required then they should
use the LarKC Data Layer API.
PLUG_03

Plug-in description

RP,
M
CPLAT,
PLUG
All plug-ins must be accompanied by a plug-in description using the plug-in annotation language,
including functional and non-functional parameters

4. Lessons Learned
4.1. API Design
The initial design of the LarKC API was sketched out during the workshop in Ljubljiana in August
2008. During this workshop it was decided to change the names of the different plug-in types, in order
to better reflect their nature:
Retrieve => Identify
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Abstract => Transform
Select – no change
Infer => Reason
Decide – no change
During the implementation of the first prototype it was realised that there are essentially two types of
transform components in a pipeline. The first prototype pipeline used the Sindice [10] Web service to
‘identify’ RDF resources on the Web that could be used to answer the input SPARQL query.
However, the sindice service comes in two forms – triple pattern search and keyword search – neither
of which can use the input SPARQL query directly. Indeed similar services such as SWOOGLE and
Watson also use a variety of input data forms. Hence it became clear that a transformation of the input
SPARQL query is required and to facilitate this, a new plug-in interface was created,
‘QueryTransformer’, as a special case of TRANSFORM plug-in.
Originally, it was planned for plug-ins to accept and return certain data structures that were identified
from the proposed LarKC data model. For example, it made sense that a SELECT plug-in would
accept a collection of RDF graphs (data-set) and return a subset of these triples (triple-set). However,
this approach meant that it became impossible to wire together two select components in series in a
pipeline without significant extra programming. So after several revisions of the API, it was realised
that from a plug-in’s point of view, the type of the data structures used as input was not relevant. The
plug-in just needs to be able to access and process the triples. Therefore, the plug-in interfaces were
modified to accept and return only the most abstract data structures containing RDF triples, thus
imposing less restrictions on how plug-ins are assembled in a pipeline and giving plug-in writers
greater freedom to return RDF triples in data-structures appropriate for the algorithm encapsulated
within their plug-in. Ensuring compatibility between plug-ins will be done by the DECIDER plug-ins
and/or pipeline configurators, based on plug-ins metadata (plug-ins description through plug-in
annotation language).
4.2. Test API implementation
The first test API implementation served to validate the very first definition of the API, V0.0.1. This
allowed us to get an initial feedback on the appropriateness of the API for fulfilling the LarKC
requirements identified until that moment.
The requirement for anytime behaviour, i.e. the ability of the platform to provide answers over time of
ever increasing quality/quantity, required some changes in the behaviour of the pipeline. In this case,
some negotiation is necessary so that plug-ins pass data along the pipeline in some kind of agreed
fashion. For this purpose, an abstract ‘Contract’ data structure is passed to each plug-in when their
services are invoked. This contract allows the decider (or the next plug-in in sequence for the case of
simple deciders) to provide some meta-data about the invocation, e.g. the amount of data required.
In order to keep plug-in interfaces simple and to reduce implementation complexity, anytime
behaviour has been achieved by wrapping each plug-in in its own threaded container and connecting
containers together using asynchronous queues. Such a modification lends itself nicely to future work
on distributing plug-ins over a network, where remote invocation and parameter marshalling could be
achieved using more intelligent containers.
Lastly, distributed execution brings the implication that plug-in instances have a longer lifetime than
the query execution task that requires them. It also brings the possibility that plug-ins may be involved
in several pipeline executions simultaneously. Therefore plug-ins should, wherever possible, be
essentially stateless and have an abstract ‘Context’ that the decider can pass each time a plug-in is
invoked. For example, the context for a (stateless) Sindice identifier component might contain
information about what pages of results were returned the last time it was invoked. This would allow
the plug-in to carry on execution from the previous state relevant for the pipeline. Persistence should
be managed via the Data Layer.
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4.3. Transforming Cyc into LarKC platform
Cyc, whose inference engine structure was offered to LarKC as the basis of the platform, is itself a
reasoning platform with a huge (more than 1150 classes) code base; not every element of this code
base was needed for the initial platform prototype LarKC.
In order to be used by LarKC developers, and in order not to release unnecessary parts of Cycorp’s IP,
the Cyc code had to be minimized to retain only the needed features and then reorganized and
interfaced according to the LarKC API. Therefore the transformation was divided into a two steps minimization and reorganization.
4.3.1. Minimizing the code base
During the earliest stage of the project, Cycorp Europe identified parts of the Cyc system which were
suitable and necessary for the LarKC platform. At first the process was done by hand and was a time
consuming and uncertain task. It soon became clear that this approach could lead to a variety of
problems:
• LarKC was still in its early design stage and it was not known what requirements it would
have that could be satisfied by Cyc code
• The LarKC code and requirements were changing constantly, as bugs were fixed and various
plug-in and platform ideas were tried
• The Cyc source code was changing, as new features were introduced, and also due to bug
fixes being performed for reasons both related and unrelated to LarKC.

Figure 2: Symbolic image of the Cyc system and parts used for LarKC

In overcoming the problems stated above, Cycorp Europe initiated a somewhat novel approach to
managing and identifying the needed parts of the code.
In order to make this process as economical as possible and independent of changes on both the
LarKC and Cyc sides of the code, code reduction was automated using the Code coverage tool
EclEmma (http://www.eclemma.org/) and an additional Eclipse plug-in, written by Cycorp Europe,
which removed uncovered methods and classes. Using this Eclipse plug-in,all of the removed
methods and classes were saved externally, identified by a numeric ID, and all of the calls to those
classes and methods were replaced by an exception, identifying the missing method.
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For the initial code coverage analysis the existing LarKC code was used together with unit tests
addressing the planned features of the platform. Additionally, explicit steps were taken to ensure the
retention of methods known to be important, but not yet covered by tests.

Figure 3: Example code coverage analysis for the LarKC platform

With this approach it is possible to easily revert and add the missing methods, when some change in
LarKC entails the use of an additional Cyc feature which was not included before. For smaller
features, the time needed to include the missing feature is , from the reference Cyc code base, is
measured in minutes. For more substantial design changes to LarKC, code coverage and removal has
to be repeated, which takes around 1 to 2 working days.
The frequency with which it was necessary to add and remove Cyc code used by LarKC was very
high at the beginning of the prototype design and construction, but is close to zero now that the
platform prototype is achieving some stability in features and functionality
4.3.2. Interfacing and adding LarKC code
The result of the source code minimization step is a platform with around 560 classes, which are
divided into support code, knowledge base code, inference engine code and the new LarKC platform
code (API and functionality).
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Because the original Cyc source code had been automatically translated to Java from Lisp1, it was not
as natural as it might have been for some developers outside Cycorp Europe to manipulate and call the
native functions provided by the platform. For this reason all of the essential functions were wrapped
by an API, which reflects the need of the LarKC functionality and which can also be easily called by
less experienced developers and developers interested in the LarKC plug-in API only.
Taken together, these techniques for code development have ensured that it is possible for developers
to work only LarKC related problems, being insulated from the more unusual aspects of Cyc code,
while maintaining the possibility of fixing bugs and adding newly identified features from LarKC into
Cycorp’s Cyc code base, for purposes of exploitation and reuse.
This approach will also help developers even after all of the platform features have been fully defined
and there is no longer any direct LarKC need to maintain the means access to additional Cyc code; the
separation will allow them to work on core platform functionality and higher platform logic almost at
the same time.
4.4. Plug-ins and use cases implementation
In general plug-in implementers from WP2 and WP4 have successfully implemented plug-ins using
the design decisions that were based on the above requirements analysis. The full list of plug-ins is
available at http://wiki.larkc.eu/LarkcPlugins. Furthermore, as mentioned in section 2.2, the Urban
Computing use case (WP6) has also successfully implemented a complete pipeline, with its
corresponding plug-ins. Lessons learned based on plug-ins (from WP2 and WP4) and Urban
Computing implementers´ feedback are described below:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

A need was expressed for how-to guidelines, common usage examples, templates, etc on both
the plugin APIs and the Data Layer, confirming requirement PLAT_S_01 above.
A widefelt need was expressed for a richer mechanism to pass control and configuration
parameters into plug-ins, confirming the need for a "context" datastructure.
Similarly, the current API must be extended to allow passing back information on progress
and resource consumption. An experiment is currently going which is abusing the Data Layer
for this communication.
The typology of the plug-ins was found helpful, but not completely clear-cut in all cases. This
is a typical case of finding a balance between usability and reusability. Discussion on this is
ongoing.
Functionality for error-handling and throwing of exceptions is currently underdeveloped, and
needs attention in the next version of the platform.
The WP6 use case implementation confirmed the need to manage the execution of different
plug-ins at the same time and the collection and merge of their results.
There is also a need for support on concurrency, data persistence and data caching.

4.5. Code repository and Issue tracking
The LarKC Development Environment was created at the beginning of the project as a shared
repository for the LarKC developers. As described in [12], this is implemented using GForge and is
hosted by HLRS. It can be accessed through: https://gforge.hlrs.de/projects/larkc/. Subversion (SVN)
is used for the storing and versioning of source code, documentation, third party software and other
file-based resources.
A common directory structure was initially defined for all LarKC components in order to promote
standardisation and allow all partners to easily locate files and resources and thus encourage
collaboration. The directory structure has evolved, according to the needs of the project developers, as
the code implementation has progressed. A major change took place after the first LarKC WP5
Architecture Workshop (March 2009, Stuttgart), when a clearer split was defined between platform
1

This is currently how the full Cyc system is implemented and deployed
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and plug-ins functionality. This split had to be reflected in the code structure and therefore in the
repository structure as well.
As developments were progressing, code files increasing and the LarKC developers’ community
growing, it became necessary the use of an issue tracking tool. The GForge issue tracking system has
been adopted for management the request of new features and reported bugs of the prototype
implementations.
The establishment of communication channels to support internal developers and external early
adopters of the LarKC project is also needed, as the project internal WP5 list is not anymore suitable
for this purpose. Different channels have been tested internally and it is being discussed which is the
most appropriate way to support external developers. Currently the following tools are setup:
• LarKC Developers Forum and mailing list: for discussions about implementing new LarKC
components (including plug-ins, pipelines/DECIDE plug-in, other possible components) or
improving/modifying existing ones)
• LarKC Users Forum and mailing list: for discussions about using LarKC with implemented
use cases (and corresponding implemented components), requesting new use cases to be
implemented by LarKC developers, etc.
• LarKC Issue Tracker, which enables everybody with valid access rights (currently the LarKC
developers) to raise issues (bugs, problems, requests for features, maintenance work, etc.) and
keep track of their resolution status.
Discussions are being held about how to approach the upcoming increase of Early Adopters and how
this may affect the current code repository and other supporting tools.
4.6. Licensing Issues
The licensing policies applied for the LarKC platform and for LarKC plug-in components developed
within the project have been defined as part of WP9 tasks and are enumerated in deliverable D9.4.1
[13].
As development has progressed, the licensing goals of the project, which have sought to maximise
both openness and breadth of contribution, have driven our selection of externally developed support
code on which dependencies are possible. Licence monitoring is being scrupulously performed so that
every component contains all necessary information to ensure that no dependency (either internal, to
other LarKC component, or external to non-LarKC libraries) is created that may produce either an
actual or conflict with the general LarKC licensing policy or its specifics.
4.7. MaRVIN and IBIS
We have been experimenting with building a distributed system for configurable RDF processing in
the context of MaRVIN [11]. MaRVIN stands for "massive RDF versatile inference network", it
allows logical inference over large amounts of RDF data using a versatile and distributed approach.
See [11] for more information and results. The architecture and design of MaRVIN shares many
features with the current LarKC architecture. In this section, we regard MaRVIN as one of the LarKC
prototypes that explored the design space, focused specifically on the issue of distributed computing.
MaRVIN uses a decentralised peer-to-peer model to process massive amounts of RDF data. MaRVIN
is designed to run on a local compute cluster or on a global grid. MaRVIN is completely configurable:
all components conform to well-defined interfaces and each interface is implemented by several
components. Through configuration files users can choose the specific components that should be
instantiated for their run of the platform. MaRVIN has no central coordinating structure: all compute
nodes are fully autonomous.
Similar to the main LarCK architecture, MaRVIN consists of a "platform" part that is responsible for
data routing, inter-node communication and coordination, and a "plug-in" part that does the actual
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data processing job. The "plug-in" part wraps existing reasoners (such as Sesame, OWLIM, or Jena)
to compute the deductive closure of a given set of input data.
Grid environments often contain heterogeneous computing hardware, and since network connectivity
is often an issue in these environments (for example, some grid resources are located behind firewalls,
others cannot be reached over TCP). Therefore, MaRVIN uses the IBIS middleware [8] to abstract
and overcome hardware heterogeneity and connectivity issues.
Within the first year of the project, we have build MaRVIN specifically to gain experience with the
aspect of efficient models for distributed processing of RDF, while we aimed to minimise the
integration effort needed to wrap existing reasoners. In the following, we summarise some of the
lessons learned:
1. First, for a large-scale deployment in a wide-area setting, nodes should be autonomous and
have symmetric functionality (i.e., nodes should not be special). The reason for this is that in a
large-scale system, nodes should be expected to fail (nodes simply fail sometimes, due to
hardware or software problems, especially if one is wrapping third-party code such as
reasoners that cannot be controlled). If nodes are expected to fail their functionality should be
generic so that remaining nodes can take over from failing nodes.
2. Secondly, communication should be asynchronous as much as possible, to reduce inter-node
dependencies and bottlenecks in the system. If communication is synchronous, fast nodes
must wait for slow nodes. This also means that each node should use multiple parallel
communication ports to communicate with other nodes (otherwise, fast nodes still have to
wait because slow nodes are blocking the communication ports of some node that both want
to communicate with).
3. Thirdly, for scalability, the load (in terms of CPU, memory use, network bandwidth, and disk
I/O) should be well-balanced across the nodes. In an unbalanced distribution some nodes
become the bottleneck for scalability. Maintaining load-balance is not trivial though: in
MaRVIN we first achieved load-balance through random exchanges (which decrease
computation efficiency). We have then put considerable design effort into a more efficient
strategy while maintaining load-balance.
4. Finally, as mentioned before, one should not underestimate the hardware and configuration
heterogeneity in a wide-area network. With different network substrates, different protocols,
and different configurations, many nodes cannot communicate to each other directly, and
many communication channels require significant management effort to maintain. Therefore,
using some network communication middleware that abstracts and resolves these issues is
essential (for which we have used the IBIS middleware).
At the time of writing, an important emerging requirement is for the platform to support speculative
knowledge manipulation (sometimes called “rumination”). The “MarVIN” experiments at VUA are
an initial example of this. This manipulation is not driven by any particular query, but the likely needs
of operations that LarKC “pipelines” will perform in the future, and represent an important class of
optimisation (this optimisation is, for example, a reason why CycEur’s Cyc inference engine supports
large-scale forward inference including proof generation). If this requirement for speculative inference
and transformation (at least) is adopted, it is likely to have significant consequences for the volume of
data to be persisted, and therefore for the design evolution of the data-layer.

5. First draft of the LarKC Architecture
After a thorough analysis of the requirements described in chapter 3 and considering the lessons
learned during the first project year, a first draft of the LarKC architecture has been produced.
Figure 4 shows a detailed view of the LarKC Platform architecture.
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Figure 4: Platform Architecture – Main components

The LarKC platform has been designed in a way so that it is as lightweight as possible, but must
provide all necessary features to support both users and plug-ins. For this purpose, the following
components are distinguished as part of the LarKC platform:
• Plug-in API: it defines interfaces for required behaviour from plug-in and therefore provides
support for interoperability between platform and plug-ins and between plug-ins.
• Data Layer API: the Data Layer provides support for data access and management via its API.
• Plug-in Registry: it contains all necessary features for plug-in registration and discovery
• Pipeline Support System: it provides support for plug-in instantiation, through the deployment
of plug-in managers, and for monitoring and controlling plug-in execution at pipeline level.
• Plug-in Managers: provide support for monitoring and controlling plug-ins execution, at plugin level. An independent instance of Plug-in Manager is deployed for each plug-in to be
executed. This component includes the support for both local and remote deployment and
management of plug-ins.
• Queues: provide support for deployment and management of the communication “pipes”
between platform and plug-ins and between plug-ins.
Furthermore three different domains can be distinguished, which related software components may be
deployed in the same location or remotely from each other:
• User Domain: user of the LarKC platform. According to the usage patterns, we may have
three different kind of users: plug-in writers, pipeline constructors and end users requesting a
query and expecting an answer. Each of them should be able to make use of LarKC either
through a concrete application or a user interface.
• Platform domain: all platform related components are part of this domain.
• Plug-ins domain(s): all different kinds of plug-ins supported by LarKC belong to this domain.

6. Conclusions
After the first fourteen (14) months of the project a wide set of requirements has been identified and a
first design of the overall architecture has been drafted and implemented. This has been an intensive
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process combining rapid prototyping, requirements identification and architecture definition, in an
iterative way.
Some of the identified requirements have been already fulfilled in the Early Prototype, which public
release is being presented to the research community during the Early Adopters Workshop, on 1 June
2009, in Crete.
Some other requirements are going to be incorporated in future versions of the LarKC prototype, with
the intention to have most of the requirements fulfilled in the last version of the prototype, towards the
end of the project.
Next immediate step in the LarKC Collider Platform will be to continue developing the Architecture
in order to design a complete and detailed view which fulfils all requirements. This process must
include a careful traceability of the identified requirements in order to avoid losing any of them in the
way. The architectural results will be incorporated in the different versions of the prototype.
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